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Cominghome
Knights look for crucial conference
wins against Rice - SEE SPORTS, A9

MAINTAINING
AVALUABLE

MURAL

Amural in a Pittsburgh subway station is
worth $15 million, raising questions about
how it should be cared for once it is
removed before the station is demolished.
It would cost more than $100,000 a year
to insure the 60-,foot-by-13-foot mural by
Roma re Bearden. He was paid $90,000
for the mural,which was
installed in 1984.

Students, workers protest Burger King
Farmworkers want more pay, labor code
BIANCA FORTIS
Contributing Writer

Representatives from the
Coalition of Immokalee
Workers came to campus Friday to speak out against
Burger King.
The CIW is a workerbased organization that cam-

paigns for the rights of farmworkers. Students at UCF
have been involved in the
effort since 2007.
The
representatives
explained that farmworkers
from Immokalee are paid 40
to 45 cents per bucket of
tomatoes that they pick. Each
bucket weighs about 32

pounds. The money that
workers make leaves them
below the poverty line. The
CIW has also brought exposure to cases of "modem-day
slavery." In some instances,
workers are denied water or
even tied to walls, representatives said.
In
2001,
the
CIW

launched a campaign against
Taco Bell. The farmworkers
asked for three things: one
more penny per pound, a
code of labor and an avenue
for workers to have a voice
within the company
After four years, Taco Bell
met the workers' demands.
Now the CIW is after Burger
King.
Marc Rodrigues, a farm-

worker, explained that they
cannot take on the fast-food
industry as a whole.
"We try to take it step by
step to make changes. We
attack the biggest [companies] first and hope for a
domino effect so that other
companies will follow,"
Rodrigues said. "We're not
the puppets you think we
PLEASE SEE

GROUP ON A7

Shred
Fest
recycles
paper

PETS

Event offers ecofriendly alternative
JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Contributing Writer

Students were presented
with an eco-friendly way to
clean out their dorms at this
semester's end.
Students, faculty, and any"One else from the community were encouraged Wednesday to bring old business
documents, bank statements
and tax paperwork to be
shredded on the spot at the
Fairwinds Credit Union's
Shred Fest was held outside
the Alumni Center.
'We timed it perfectly ~o
students could get rid of all
of their old notebooks after
finals," Torres said.
Patrick
Lashley,
an
employee from
Crown
Shredding in Polk County,
operated the truck parked
outside the Alumni Center.
"The truck tiolds up to
10,000 pounds of paper,"
Lashley said.
According to Lashley, all
the paper shredded would be
sent to S.P. Recycling Company in Orlando, where the
ink would be removed and
the paper recycled as toilet
paper or cardboard. The
shredding truck Lashley
operated was equipped with
a small television screen so
people could watch as their
documents were shredded.
Angela Willis, a graduate
student studying criminal
justice stopped by to shred
some old paperwork from
the criminal justice department.
"This is a great idea and
convenient since it's on campus," Willis said.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

PICK UP CAP & GOWNS
TODAY AND SATURDAY
AT BARNES & NOBLE
Today and Saturday are the last days
to pick up pre-ordered cap and gowns,
as well as graduation tickets. It will be
available for pick-up in the Barnes &
Noble near the Arena from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m.and 9 a.m.to 5 p.m.on Saturday.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

MAN JUMPS IN FRONT
OF MIAMI COMMUTER
TRAIN BUT SURVIVES
Aman jumped in front of a Miami
commuter train Thursday but survived
after the impact pushed him between
the rail cars and a wall below the
platform, officials said. The 19-year-old
severely hurt his right ann and
possibly broke his legs.

---

-------

NATION & WORLD, A4

INTERNET POPULATION
IN CHINA TIES U.S. FOR
WORLD'S BIGGEST
China's fastest growing population of
Internet users has soared to 221
million, tying the United States for the
largest number of people online,
according to government data
reported Thursday.

•
•
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Science professor welcomes students in his lab
KRISTY VICKERY
Contributing Writer

Dinender Singla is giving
UCF students a chance to
work in his lab, with no experience required
"Giving students this
opportunity is important to
me because I feel like if I don't
give them the opportunity,
who will give it · to them?"
Singla said. "Everybody will
say they don't have any lab
experience, then they will go
nowhere."

Singla, an associate professor in the Burnett School of
Biomedical Sciences who has
been a faculty member at UCF
for less than a year, said he was
first attracted to UCF because
of the good opportunities for
his research. He is now passing along those good opportunities to Burnett's biomedical
students in the form of lab
research. ·
Singla's
cardiovascular
research includes using stem
cells to repair the hearts of lab
mice.

Sophomore Kelly Thibert,
is one of the students that
thought she would be not be
given the chance to work in a
lab, because of her lack of
experience.
"I am very grateful that
[Singla] didn't mind taking me
into his lab to teach me things,
because I was scared that I
wouldn't find someone that
would let me come in with no
experience," Thibert said. "I
think it is so awesome, espe-

For more information on how to get an internship, go to these Web sites:
WWW.INTERNSHIPS.COM
WWW.INTERNSHIPPROGRAMS.COM
WWW.INTERNWEB.COM
WWW.INTERNSHIPS.ABOUT.COM
WWW.STUDYABROAD.COM
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF convnunity

Pick up caps and gowns all day
Today and Saturday are the
last days to pick up pre-ordered
caps and gowns, as well as
graduation tickets. They will
be available for pick-up in the
Barnes & Noble near the Arena
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. On Saturday, orders will be available
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Additional items will be
available for rent for those who
didn't pre-order. For more
information,
contact
sm190@bncollege.com. or call
407-882-0364.
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The last collective bargaining session of the semester will
be held Monday from noon to 3
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Hall.
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Man jumps in front of Miami
commuter train but survives
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The Central Florida Walke.rs
is hosting a SK Fitness Walk
Sunday •from 6:30 am. to 12:30
p.m. beginning at the John T.
Washington Center near the
Bookstore.
Registration is $10 for UCF
students and $15for UCF faculty and staff. A free Racewalk
Clinic and demonstration will
follow the walk. For more
information, call 407-898-8633.
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SK Fitness Walk begins Sunday

MIAMI - A man jumped
in front of a Miami commuter
train Thursday but survived
after the impact pushed him
between the rail cars and a
wall below the platform, officials said.
The 19-year-old severely
hurt his right arm and possibly
broke his legs, but his injuries
were not life threatening, said
Miami Fire Rescue spokesman
Ignatius Carroll. He was being
treated at Jackson Memorial
Hospital. His identity was not
immediately known and'
police said they did not know
why he jumped.
Carroll said the man
jumped off a platform in front
of an oncoming Miami Metrorail train, knocking "his shoes
off." The force of the impact
kept the man between the
inside rail and the wall, saving
his life, he said.
Emergency workers were
then able to rescue him from
the tracks.
The man was apparently
traveling alone. Witnesses
told police he walked over to
the edge, looked to see if the
train was coming and then
jumped, Carroll said. Witnesses said he had been acting normally before that.
The
train
remained
stopped at the Douglas· Road
station near Coral Gables, a
wealthy Miami suburb. Buses
transported commuters to
another train station. The rest
of the commuter system was
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today . Today:
Mostly sunny. East wind
MOSTLY
SUNNY

High:84°
Low:60°

between 10 and 15 mph, with gusts
as high as 20 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy, with a low
around 60. East wind between 5 and
10 mph.

Saturday
MOSTLY SUNNY

Sunday
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:85°
Low:62°
High:86°
Low:66°
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DON'T HIDE

Nick fell like hiding. But he couldn'L He had lo give this
speech. His job depended on it. For four weeks he had been
nervous and he barely made it through a recent staff meeting.
Here he was again, afraid of humiliation and embarrassment
the slightest tremble in his voice may cause. He couldn't bear to
be thought of as incompetent by everyone.

What's described above is a common scenario someone with
social anxiety disorder finding himself in his most stressful situation. Social anxiety disorder often can be so severe as to interfere with an individual's academic achievement or
occupational functioning.
If you are 18 years of age or older and anxious when speaking

in front of a group, dating, attending parties, and conversing
one on one with others, you may be eligible to participate in a
clinical research study examining social anxiety sponsored by a
research grant from the National Institute of Mental Health to
lhe Anxiety Disorders Clinic al the Department of Psychology,
University of Central Florida. ThJs study is approved by the
University of Cenlral Florida Institutional Review Board.
407-823-2901, irb@mail.ucf.edu
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(Clinicians will assist those who do no qualify ror the program
to find other treatment)

Daytime and evening treatment hours are
available. For more information call 407823-3910, Lindsay Scharfstein
Monday through Friday
between 9 a.m. And S p.m.
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NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the glol;,e

A2

operating
normally,
although a large part of it
south of downtown was
briefly closed due to the
accident.
The elevated system connects points throughout the
metropolitan Miami area.
There is only one line.
Hospital officials did not
return repeated phone messages.

•

Office of Student Conduct

State panel set for vote to
put tax swap on Nov. ballot
TALLAHASSEE - The
state's tax commission is set
for a final vote on whether to
put a tax swap proposal on
the November ballot.
Business interests oppose
the proposal that would
trade a massive property tax
cut for potentially higher
and broader sales taxes.
They have been trying to get
commissioners to change
their minds.
It's one of several measures the Taxation and Budget Reform Commission
previously approved that are
up for confirmation votes
Thursday and Friday before
the panel completes its
work. The commission will
meet again in 20 years.

Authorities suspend search for
missing cruise ship passenger
MIAMI - The Coast
Guard is suspending the
search for a missing cruise
ship passenger.
A spokesman says aircrews from the Coast Guard
Air Station in Clearwater
searched for more than 1,500
miles of ocean since Steven
Manning was reported missing Tuesday.
The 44-year-old from Illinois was on the cruise ship
Carnival Victory with his
wife. He went missing
almost 40 miles northeast of
Cozumel, Mexico.
The Coast Guard did not
release his hometown. ·
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
/ EDUOOIONWhat's in the news at
colleges around the country

Washoe panel recommends

higher fees,.taxes to fund schools

RENO, Nev. - An advisory panel is-recommending a
ballot measure to raise vehicle registration fees and
sales taxes to raise money
for Washoe County school
repairs and technology.
The 15-member committee was created by the Legislature last year to seek solutions for school upkeep.
Officials say the measures would allow the sale of
$393 million in bonds to
finance the projects.
The committee said a
quarter-cent sales tax hike
would generate about $18
million a year. Increased
vehicle registration fees
would add another $5.5 million.
The Nevada Legislative
Counsel Bureau will write
the question for the Nov. 4
ballot. ·

School loan consolidation
program suspended
HELENA,
Mont.
Another cost-cutting step
will affect Montana students
borrowing money to attend
college.
The board of directors of
the Montana Higher Education Student Assistance
Corp. has voted to suspend
its federal student loan consolidation program.
Since it began offering the
federal loan consolidations
in 1995, MHESAC said it had
provided more than $790
million in consolidation
loans to 49,000 Montanans.
The loans allowed Montanans to effectively manage
their student loan repayments, by locking in the
interest rate at then-current
rates for up to 30 years.
Some interest rates were as
low as 2.85 percent.
After Wednesday's board
action, student loan consolidation requests already submitted will be completed,
but no new ones will be
accepted.
-
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In this March 6 file photo, people surf the Web at an Internet cafe in Shenyang in
China's Liaoning province. China's population of Internet users has reached 221 million.

Internet population in China
ties U.S. for wortd's biggest
BEIJING - China's fastgrowing population of
Internet users has soared to
221 million, tying the United
States for the largest number of people online,
according to government
data reported Thursday.
The figure, reported by
the Xinhua News Agency,
reflects China's explosive
growth in Web use despite
government efforts to block
access to material considered subversive or pornographic.
It was a 61 percent
increase over the 137 million
Internet users reported by
the government at the start
of2007.
China lags the United
. States, South Korea and
other markets in online
commerce and other fmancial measures.
But e-commerce, videosharing and other businesses are growing quickly and
companies have raised millions of dollars from
investors.
China's Internet penetration is still low, with 16 percent of people online, compared with a world average
ofl9 percent, Xinhua said.
Beijing promotes Internet use for business and
education but operates
extensive online censorship.
Web surfers have been
jailed for posting or e-mailing material that criticizes
Communist rule or is
deemed a violation of vague
national security laws.
Most recently, Chinese
Web surfers have been
blocked from seeing foreign
sites
including
YouTube.com
with
videos about protests in
Tibet and the security
crackdown there.
The Xinhua report cited
_d ata from the government's
China Internet Network
Information Center.
Some 75 percent of
American adults already are
online, and the rate for
teenagers is even higher,
according to the U.S.-based
Pew Internet and American
Life Project.
By contrast, BDA'.s Clark
said China's Web population should keep growing by
18 percent annually, reaching 490 million by 2012 - a
number larger than the
entire U.S. population.

New espionage case raises
questions about Americans
JERUSALEM The
case of an 84-year-old New
Jersey man charged with
passing secrets to an Israeli
agent a quarter-century ago
has created speculation that
more Americans may have
been serving Israeli intelligence than previously •
thought.
Jonathan Pollard, a civilian intelligence analyst for
the U.S. Navy, was arrested
by FBI agents in Washington D.C. in 1985 and pleaded
guilty to spying charges,
receiving a life sentence.
Now, retired U.S. military
engineer Ben-ami Kadish
faces similar charges.
The link between Pollard
and Kadish is a now-defunct
Israeli intelligence agency
enigmatically known as the
Scientific Relations Office.
The office was run by Rafi
Eitan, a former officer of the
Mossad spy agency who is
now an octogenarian Israeli
Cabinet minister in charge
of pensioners' affairs.
Kadish and Pollard
allegedly had the same handler, Yosef Yagur, "an intelligence agent under diplomatic cover" serving as an
attache in Israel's New York
consulate but covertly
attached to Eitan's office, ·
said Israeli intelligence
expert Yossi Melman.

Violations (major categories)
Alcohol
Drugs
Disruptive Conduct
Academic Dishonesty
Personal Abuse
Providing False or Misleading Info
Sexual Misconduct
Sanctions
Disciplinary Warning
Disciplinary Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Location
On Campus
On Campus (housing)
Off Campus
Affiliated Housing
Greek Housing

111

•

50
49

•

45
29

22
4

12
126

•

15
0

81
118

57
38
1

I

I

I

'
•
•

These totals reflect violations of the Rules of Conduct for the
Spring 2008 semester that were reported to the Office of
·
Student Conduct.
Office of Student Conduct
Ferrell Commons, Room 142
407-823-4638
st_condu@mail. ucf.edu

Ford gets $100 million profit in
1st quarter, beats Wall Street

DEARBORN, Mich. Ford Motor Co. surprised
Wall Street on Thursday
with a $100 million profit in
the first quarter as strong
results from Europe and
South America helped offset the impact of a slumping
U.S. economy that cut car
and truck sales in its main
market.
Its shares rose almost 6
percent in morning trading.
The No. 2 U.S.-based
automaker also said its latest round of early retirement and buyout offers netted 4,200 hourly workers,
fewer than Ford had targeted
It was Ford's first profitable quarter since the second quarter of 2007 when it
made $750 million.
Ford reported a full-year
loss of $2.7 billion last year,
and it cautioned that the
rest of this year will be
tough.
House Democratic leaders want
Ford also lowered its
to add unemployment benefits industry-wide U.S. vehicle
sales forecast for the full
WASHINGTON
House Democratic leaders year to a range ofl5.3 million
have a plan to try to add to 15.6 million.
extended unemployment
In January, it had expectbenefits and new educa- ed full-year sales of 16 miltion funding for veterans to lion.
Ford says it earned 5
President Bush's war funding bill while dropping lots cents per share in the January-March period. Dearof other party priorities.
The plan faces its first born-based Ford lost $282
test
Thursday
when million, or 15 cents a share,
Democrats meet behind in the same period l.ast
year.
closed doors to discuss it.
Excluding special items,
Facing a veto threat,
Democrats su~h as Speaker the company said it earned
Nancy Pelosi don't want to $525 million after taxes, or
try to add billions of dollars 20 cents per share. That
for mads, bridges and other beat Wall Street's expectaideas such as heating subsi-· tions.
Thiqeen analysts surdies for the poor and
increases in food stamp veyed by Thomson Financial had predicted a loss of
benefits.
Capitol Hill Democratic 16 cents per share.
1ts shares rose 43 cents,
aides said Wednesday that
Pelosi's plan was tentative or 5.8 percent, to $7.95 in
and had not won acceptance morning trading Thursday.
The profit came despite
from rank and file lawmakers, much less party leaders a $45 million pretax loss in
Ford's core North American
in the Senate.
Still, it was a sign that automotive market.
That was an improveDemocrats want to avoid
loading up the war funding ment over a $613 million
bill with everything but the loss in the year-ago quarter,
kitchen sink and lose a veto driven by $1.2 billion in cost
and public relations clash reductions that helped
with the president, who buffer a U.S. sales decline.
insists lawmakers keep his
bill free of add-ons.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Bush looks to continue Mideast peace process
BEN FELLER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush sought Thursday
to inject some confidence
into the flagging Mideast
peace process, pledging that
the contours of a Palestinian
state can still be reached
before he leaves office. But
old obstacles, mainly disputed West Bank settlements,
continue to threaten that
prospect.
Bush's meeting with
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas yielded more
commitments to peace but
no
immediate
breakthroughs. The White House
framed the conversation as a
chance for Bush to learn how
he can personally advance
the stalled peace process
when he visits Israel and
other Mideast nations in
May.
"I assured the president
that a Palestinian state is a
high priority for me and my
administration," Bush said
with Abbas at his side in the
Oval Office.. The U.S. president added: "I'm confident
we can achieve the definition
of a state. I'm also confident
it's going to require hard
work"
Bush's direct involvement
in the peace process reflects a
late push to score an elusive
deal, one that could reshape a
region and burnish his legacy.
But he is up against formidable and familiar challenges
that separate Israelis and
Palestinians, plus a diminishing wmdow for action.
His term ends in January.
Many experts say the
chances ofa deal remain slim.
Unlike just last month,
when Bush said there was
"plenty of time to get a deal
done,'' his forecast was not
quite that: upbeat on Thursday.
Still, he heaped praise on
Abbas and reassured him that
he wants a contiguous Palestinian- state, not a "Swiss
cheese" arrangement of land.
Under- the U.S.-backed
peace plan known as the
"road map,'' Israel is to halt
settlement construction and
take down unauthorized outposts built after March 2001
and Palestinians are to dismantl~ violent groups. The

)

·,

)

)

settlement issue, in particular, has raised tensions lately
and prompted deep concerns
from Abbas.
Chief Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat said Abbas
told Bush that he remained
committed to the agreement.
But Abbas noted that little
progress has been made and
said it was critical that Israel
meet its obligations, particularly th~ requirement to halt
settlements, according to
Erekat.
Bush, in his public comments, made no mention of .
the settlement matter. He
seemed instead to emphasize
the big picture.
"The thing that I'm
focused on, as you are, is how
to define a state that is
acceptable to both sides,"
Bush said with Abbas at his
side.
Both leaders, but Abbas in
particular, did not hide their
urgency given the bracket of
Bush's final term.
"I ·believe very strongly
that time is of the essence,"
Abbas said. 'We are working
very hard and hope not to
waste any time."
Bush, who met with Jordan's King Abdullah on
Wednesday, is heading back
to the Middle East in May to
celebrate
Israel's
60th
anniversary. He also is
expected to visit Saudi Arabia
and Egypt, where he will
meet Abbas at the Red Sea
resort of Sharm el-Sheik
The core unresolved
issues remain the final borders of a Palestinian state, the
fate of Jerusalem, disputed
Israeli settlements and Palestinian refugees.
·~ lot of this is up to the
Palestinians and the Israelis,
who committed to trying to
work something out by the
end of the year,'' White
House press secretary Dana
Perino said. ·~d we are
hopeful that we can continue
on that path."
Abbas said peace would
require Israel's withdrawal
from the "occupied Arab and
Palestinian territories." He
said that, in turn, would lead
many Arab and Islamic countries to normalize their relations with Israel
Bush praised Abbas as a
man who "rejects the idea of
using violence to achieve

President George w. Bush meets with Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas, Thursday, in the the Oval Office of the White House in Washington.

objectives, which distinguishes him from other people in the region."
Abbas' moderate and
Western-backed government
rules the West Bank, the territory that would eventually
form the bulk of an independent Palestinian state. Hamas,
the Islamic militant group
that seized control of Gaza
and serves a rival force to
Abbas, is not involved in the
peace negotiations with
Israel.
Abbas wants a peace
agreement by January with
timetables and specifics leading to the creation of a Palestinian state and not just a
"declaration of principles" as
suggested by some Israeli
officials.
'We are doing everything
we can in order to seriously
negotiate and reach a peace
that will be satisfactory to
both the Palestinian side and
the Israeli side, a peace that
would be promoted around
the world," Abbas said in the
Oval Office.
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Research uses stem cells
FROM Al

Exquisite Wedding & Event
Photography at Affordable
prices! 4 Hours Coverage,
High Resolution CD, Storybook Album and Prints for
only $695 in this incredible
one time deal.
Upgrade to 8 Hours Coverage
with twice as much included
for only $1,295.
View my website below and
book your wedding today!
Engagement, Portrait,
Modeling Portfolios, and
Makeup/Hair is also available.

www.AllisonLabinePhoto.com
407-738-2775
.Allphotol@aol.com

Dig into Su1n1ner
Sessions at lJT'
Day & Evening Classes Begin May 27 and July 7!

Earn College Credits
Satisfy Pre-requisites
Prepare for Grad School
Course schedules and registration
information available at:
www.ut.edu/summer
The University of Tampa invites
visiting college students to enroll.

TAMPA

THE UNIVERSITY Q.E TA.lVlPA

dally because I have never
done research. I think trying
to get into the lab was the
hardest part."
Singla is making it easier
for students such as Thibert
by posting a description of
his research and qualifications on the UCF EXCEL
Web site. His qualifications
plainly state, "No prior
knowledge is required."
Singla said he only asks
one thing of his students
when they come to work in
the lab.
"I just tell them listen to
the people you work with/'
Singla said.
Listening is an important
skill to Singla, because it is
the first thing his own mentor, N. K Ganguly, taught him
while he attended school in
India.
Although Singla said he
learned a lot from Ganguly, it
was his own mother, Maya
Rani, who was his first mentor.
"My mother was a hardworking lady. She was my
first inspiration," Singla said.
Now it is Singla who is
passing on the tradition of
hard work while teaching his
own students to support each
other in the lab.
"I want to make a chain
reaction," Singla said. "If I
help them, they should also
help others who are inexperienced."
Carley Glass, a 29-year-old
graduate student, is one of
Singla's students helping others in the lab.
Glass came to Singla's lab
in January after deciding to
pursue her education in biomedical science instead of
going to medical school.
"I wanted to continue my
.education, and this seemed
like the next best step, and I
am so thankful I did," Glass
said. "I am much happier in
this program than I would
have been in medical school."
Glass said she was originally interested in neuro-

401 W. Kennedy Blvd ., Tampa, FL 33606, (813) 253-6249 • Email: scs@ut.edu
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"I enjoy giving students

something that they can use in
the future. Helping people is the
driving force I have. That is the
major factor in my lab."
-
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DINENDER SINGLA

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
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science, but since coming to
Singla's lab, she has enjoyed
conducting and helping others with cardiovascular
research.
"Cardiovascular is something I never thought I would
do until I did research and
found it to be really interesting," Glass said. "And low
and behold, here I am."
The research is personal
to Glass because she is diabetic.
"A huge percent of diabetics die from cardiovascular
disease, so without being
pessimistic and being a realist, that's probably going to be
my end, so I would rather
spend the rest of my life contributing to helping that,"
Glass said. "Rather than just
acknowledging that and
expecting it, I want to be a
part of playing a role to
improve that statistic."
Glass has not fully committed herself to the lab for
the four years of her Ph.D. but
said she is considering it
because of her personal
attachment to the work
"When I saw they were
doing diabetic research, I
wanted to come here,
because I think that when
you do something that is personal, you enjoy it more and
it makes you want to work
harder at it," Glass said.
Singla has not only given
Glass the opportunity to
work harder at following her
dreams but has also made a
difference in Milene Lara

Brownlow's life.
Brownlow, who had no
previous experience in cardiovascular research, was
hired by Singla as a lab technician.
"It's all very new to me,
but I like it. I am still learning," Brownlow said.
Brownlow grew up and
studied neuroscience in
Brazil She said she has been
here for only about eight
months and is very grateful
to Singla for hiring her to
work in the lab.
"Moving to a new country
was a big step, and no one
was really willing to give me
a chance," Brownlow said.
"Getting a job was harder
because all of my references
are from Brazil"
Brownlow said everyone
in the lab gets along and
works well together, but it is
Singla who she appreciates
the most.
"He is very helpful and
willing to train us," Brpwnlow said. "He is always there
for us."
Being there for students is
something Singla said he
takes pride in. It is what
keeps him opening doors for
the
inexperienced
and
encouraging them to follow
their dreams, just as he once
did.
"I enjoy giving students
something that they can use
in the future,'' Singla said.
"Helping people is the driving force I have. That is the
major factor in my lab."
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UCF BOOKSTORE
BUYBACK PRIZES
SELL YOUR BOOKS AT THE UCF BOOKSTORE
AND BE ENTERED TO WIN THESE GREAT PRIZES:

f

GRAND PRIZE: NINTENDO WII
OTHER PRIZES:

I

<

t

RECEIVE AN ENTRY FOR EVERY BOOK
YOU SELL BACK!
(

CHECK OUR WEBSITE ON 4/29/08 WITH YOUR
TICKET NUMBERS TO SEE IF YOU WON!

www.ucf.bncollege.com
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Group to protest in Miami
FROM
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are. We can think for ourselves."
Dominique Aulisio, a
freshman and member of
Students for a Democratic
Society at UCF, has been
spearheading UCF's farm.worker campaign.
"I
think
the
way
farmworkers are treated, the
racism and classism are so
clear," she said. "It makes
me angry that they can't
afford food, while the people
who are buying their tomatoes are living in penthouses."
Aulisio first heard about
the farm workers in October
2007 when the coalition
went on a mini-tour around
Florida. She was touched by
their stories and has since
devoted much of her time to
helping them.
"They represent selfempowerment and autonomy, and they have this ability to empower consumers,
such as myself,'' she said.
"When we see problems but
don't know how to help,
they come and say, 'Here,
this is what you can do."'
Aulisio said that students
can help by signing petitions
and using the campaign as a
topic in speech classes.
After the speak-out, several students presented the
Immokalee workers with a
giant paper tomato that said,
"UCF supports farmworkers
- end slavery in Florida's
fields." Several students had
signed the tomato, wishing
the workers luck and showing their support.
Marina Saenz-Luna has
been interning and traveling
with the coalition for two
years. She attended the University of Texas Pan-American until she could not
afford to continue. Her
father was a farmworker.
She moved to Baltimore
to work and learned about
the CIW through Facebook.
She applied for an internship to work with them and

COALITION OF IMMOKALEE WORKERS
ABOUTCIW
The CIW is a community-based worker organization. Its members are
largely Latino, Haitian and Mayan Indian immigrants working in low-wage
jobs throughout the state of Florida.
CIW strives to build its strength as a community on a basis of reflection
and analysis, constant attention to coalition building across ethnic divisions
and an ongoing investment in leadership development to help its members
continually develop their skills in community education and organization.
From this basis they fight for, among other things: afair wage for the
work, more respect on the part of bosses and the industries, better and
cheaper housing, stronger laws and stronger enforcement against those
who would violate workers' rights, the right to organize without fear of
retaliation and an end to indentured servitude in the fields.
CIW began organizing in 1993 as a small group of workers who met
weekly in a room borrowed from a local church to discuss how to better
their community and their lives. In a relatively short time they have
managed to bring about significant, concrete change.
-WWW.CIW-ONLINE.ORG

was accepted.
Now, she devotes her
time to organizing tours and
promoting petition both
nationally and internationally. The CIW's story has
reached as far as South
Korea and Ethiopia.
Tristan Reiniers, a junior
economics and philosophy
major, held a different view
from Aulisio. He said the
Immokalee workers' argument seemed flawed.
"I'm looking at this from
an economic viewpoint. In
any industry, workers are
paid the minimum they can
be. So are we obligated to
pay them more than we're
willing? The real tragedy is
that they're not being paid
minimum wage," Reiniers
said. "But in this country
there is a free movement of
labor, so if you don't like the
job, you can leave."
Reiniers explained that
he worked in fast food for
two years. Like most other
workers, he left after a couple of years and said that
farmworkers could do the
same.

"I'm sure that we can pay
them more, and it won't affect
us. But we have to draw the
line somewhere. We can't
pay everyone as much as they
would like," he said "But I'm
not writing this off. I'd like to
look more into it."
Rodrigues said that many
workers do choose to leave,
but that doesn't make the
mistreatment forgivable.
"A lot of people do only
work for one or two years,
and then they leave because
it's so bad," Rodrigues said.
"But at the end of the day,
that doesn't solve the problem. They might leave, but
there will be someone else
to work."
He said that they are trying to make the farmwork
industry more modern and
humane.
Aulisio said that during
the next week, she and other
students will continue collecting signatures for a petition. On April 28, they will
travel to Miami to Burger
King headquarters and present the petitions to Burger
King CEO John Chidsey.
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St. Petersburg College has openings in its summer
schedule to keep you on track for graduation.
Whether you are coming home to Pinellas County for
summer break or working here for the summer, you can
keep moving toward your degree.
Convenient classes online or
on campus with nine sites
across the county. One is
near your home or work or as
close as your computer.

(727) 341-4772
www.spcollege.edu
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Campus CrossiAgs on Alafaya
12024 Royal Wulff Lane, Orlando, fl 32817
407..2]7,4007

www canipusapts.aom/alf;\faya

Smarter Test Prep.
407 .882.TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu
BRINGING UCF TO YOU
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Test scores are one of many criterion
FROM

Al

That's easier said than
done, Poole said, but it can be
broken down into a few steps:
Step 1:

Preferably during their
sophomore or junior undergraduate year, students
should pick a course of study
they wish to pursue and start
school shopping.
They should contact
schools to see which are the

If you need extra income, it's
time to look for a job. Search
local part-time jobs on

OrlandoSentinel.com
and earn some extra money
to play with.

Just go to OrlandoSentinel.com
and click Jobs!

most responsive. Poole said
that if schools are responsive now, they will be even
more responsive in the
future.
Step2:
After choosing a few programs, students should find
out which standardized tests
are required. Usually, programs will require either the
Graduate Record Exam
(GRE) or the Graduate Management Admission Test
(GMAT). Students should
prepare and take these tests
but remember that this test
is only one facet of the application process.
"Test scores are only one
criteria reviewed out of
many," said Nicole Marsh,
assistant director of graduate recruiting.
Step3:
Students should seek out
letters of references. Poole
said students should find
relevant sources who know
them well enough to clearly
explain their scholastic
achievements and qualifications.
"What [graduate programs] want to know is that
you're a very sharp person
and a very intelligent person
and you have the intelligence and drive to succeed
in graduate school," Poole
said.
Step4:
Students should write a
statement of purpose.
"You want to present
yourself so this program will
choose you over someone
else," Poole said. "This is for
you to tell your s1de of the
story. Spend some time on it,
use correct grammar and
spelling."
Steps:
Submit all applications
on time and well put together.
For students interested in
UCF, the likelihood for getting in this year won't
change much from last year.
"For fall 2007, we admitted 3,794 new students into
our graduate programs,"
Marsh said. "For this year,
we expect to admit roughly
the same number of new
students, so we do not anticipate any changes in the

•
•

FINDING YOUR FIRST JOB
Your firstjob can establish your careerpath and setyour future career trajectory.
The below advice, strategies and exercises should be helpful in making one ofthe
most important decisions ofyour life. We will be starting series ofarticles on this
which helps you to find your firstjob.

Self-Assessment: The right career will match your qualities, interests and
skills. Do not fall into the trap of applying for the most lucrative jobs only to find
out later that you can't stand your job or the people.These self-assessment
exercises will help you narrow down your options.
Detennining Your Skills: Liberal arts majors often have difficulty determining
what skills they have and how they will translate to a good job. Don't despair.You
did learn something at college.
Researching Jobs: Now that you've determined your interests and skills, it's
time to do some heavy-duty research on occupations.
Finding a Job: With persistence and patience, these job search strategies
should yield you a job in your desired field.
Detennining Fit: Do not foolishly accept your first offer.You must do your
homework on the industry and the company before you accept a job. By
answering the questions in this article, you will can accept or reject your first offer
with confidence.
Planning Your Career: Asuccessful career is built by setting and seeking
short-term and long-term goals. Learn how to plan your rise up the corporate
ladder from your first day at the office.
Adjusting to a New Job: Be prepared to realize why college is not the"real

world."
-WWW.EXFORSYS.COM/CAREER-{ENTER

number of new admits overall."
However, grad school
may not be the best choice
for some students, such as
Ken Mortimer, who would
rather go straight into the
workforce.
''.At this point, I just want
to get out of school and get
to the real world, start my
career," Mortimer said. "I
might go back later but not
in the near future. School's
really expensive."
Poole said that this decision works well for some
people, but if they hit a wall
at some point in their career,
they may choose to return to
college.
·
"Many will get their bachelor's degree and go into a
job and be perfectly happy,"
Poole said. "But sometimes
they hit that ceiling where
they can't advance, and
sometimes for their personal satisfaction, they may get

bored in their jobs and want
that additional knowledge."
As for Ranieri, the sense
of solace she so desperately
wants seems but a distant
speck in the horizon.
"I've never heard, 'You'll
be fine,"' Ranieri said. '½11 I
hear is, 'Take every chance
you get, no matter what. It's
not easy, not many people
get in.' It makes me feel
incredibly discouraged and
want to reconsider my
choice."
Poole
offered some
insight for those who may
feel discouraged.
"Someone who is wellprepared and is taking it
seriously should be able to
gain entry;" Poole said. ''Just
because you don't get admitted the first time, don't give
up. Do something to make
your application a little better and submit it again.
Every year, the applicant
pool changes a little bit."

"·

Event helps fight identity theft
FROM

OrlandoSentinel.c m
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Angie Esparza, a freshman
education
major,
stopped by to shred old pay
stubs and grab a free slice of
pizza.
"It's perfect timing right
after finals,'' Esparza said.
Shred Fest also featured
information about loans and

setting up new credit
accounts. The Fairwinds
staff provided free pizza and
water. The staff also ran a
raffle for a gift certificate to
the UCF Bookstore. Fairwinds Credit Union hosts a
Shred Fest at each of their
Central Florida locations
throughout the year.
Torres said that the
employees at the credit

union decided to host a
Shred Fest at the Fairwinds
Alumni Center after receiving requests from UCF professors at its university
branch.
"This is a great event for
UCF, because it helps fight
against identity theft and it's
an eco-friendly way to get
rid of all your old paperwork," Torres said.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Florida Career Centers
20th Annual Statewide Job Fair

At the University of Central Florida Arena

Thursday, May 8th
1O:OOam to 3:00pm
A chance for students from Florida s 10 state universities to
meet with employers from all over the country to discuss
career and employment opportunities.
1

•
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·st of Employers at:

.career.utf.edu
~
artidpating*
fAMU*fAU

:d~~s~t}~~: * FSU * UCf * Uf * UNF *USF*UWf

Professional Attire Required*

\
.

)

)

For more information:
wwwJloridacareE!rcenters.org
*Students wearing any of these will not be
admitted: capri pants, polo shirts, sneakers,
sandals, flip-flops, slides, slippers, house
shoes, shorts, denims, and t-shirts.
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NOTRE DAME! CONNECTICUT
AGREE TO SIX-{iAME DEAL

•

HARTFORD, Conn. - State legislators
announced a compromise Wednesday
that will allow the University of
Connecticut to play a six-game football
series with Notre Dame,even though
none ofthose games will be played in
Connecticut.
UConn and Notre Dame had been
negotiating a 10--game series. The
Fighting Irish wanted five ofthose
games played in South Bend, lnd.,and
the five UConn"home" games played at
stadiums in the New York or Boston
metropolitan areas - not at the
Huskies'40,000-seat Rentschler Field.
The agreement reached between
UConn and the lawmakers would ruh
from 2011-201.7,puttingthree games
at Notre Dame stadium,and three at
sites in either Boston, New York or New
Jersey. It also requires UConn to play at
least six other home games during
those seasons at Rentschler Field,as
long as the NCAA rules permit a12game season and permits a team to
use one Football Championship
Subdivision win per season as a bowleligible win.

BOXING
URANGO STOPS VILCHES IN
FOURTH ROUND WEDNESDAY
,.

~ /

HOLLYWOOD, Ra. - Former IBF
junior welterweight champion Juan
Ural}Qo stopped Argentina's (arlos ·
Wilfredo Vilches fn the fourth round
Wednesday night
Uranga,from Colombia,connected
repeatedly with lead lefts to the head in
the first round ofthe scheduled 12round junior welterweight bout at Hard
Rock Live Arena.
Late in.the round, Uranga caught ·
Vilches near the ropes arid dropped him
with a righttotfie head.Vilches
attempted to-keep awayfrom Uranga
with a lead leftjab,but Uranga (20-1-1,
16 KOs} was effective at cutting ring
distance.
In the fourth round,Vilches
maintained distance but Uranga found
his fight-ending opportunity in a brief
moment near the ropes. Uranga landed
a flush right to the head that dropped
Vilches to the canvas a second time.
Vilches fell hard and referee Tommy
Kimmons didn't bother to count and
ended the bout at 1:45.

BASKETBALL

·

•
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UCF first baseman Kiko Vazquez played for the first time this season in the final two games against Marshall last w~!kend. Vazquez was the offensive leader last season, and his return may help the Knights in conference.

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

playing beyond May's C-USA Championship are dim. They have nine conference games remaining and would
have to win seven of nine to hit their
preseason goal
But getting even one game in this
weekend's series may be tough, as No.
4 Rice comes to Orlando for a threegame set. The Owls are the top team

What would have happened ifKiko
Vazquez had avoided the pitch from
Paul Cinder in a UCF Baseball preseason practice that broke his right forearm? What would have happened if
Shane Brown hadn't tom his meniscus, and what would have
happened if Jaager Good
hadn't gone down with an
arm injury after just five
starts?
. It's never good when a
team is left to wonder why,
but that's the position in
which the Knights find
Presbyterian at ECU (29-13, 8-7)
themselves now.
Before the season, they
Houston (26-14, 8-4)
thought this was the year in
at Southern Mi~s (28-13, 6-6)
which
they
fmally
announced their presence
as Conference USA conTulane (27-13, 6-S)
tenders. The ~ t s started
this season 19-1 as they took
at Memphis (16-25, 4-8)
care of business against
non-conference foes.
But injuries to two of Marshall (20-20, 7-7)
their top 4itters and their
at UAB (18-22, 3-9)
ace starting pitcher left the
.Knights handicapped and
currently have them in
eighth place in C-USA at 4-ll.
in Conference USA with a record of
In the competitive Conference 13-2, 32-10 overall. They have won nine
USA. The Knights looked at the .500 consecutive league games, 12 in all,
mark in the conference as their ticket and are coming offa sweep ofa ranked
to the NCAA Tournament. But after East Carolina squad
getting swept last weekend in MarThe overall competitiveness in Cshall, any hopes the Knights have of USA baseball is much more than that

of the men's basketball teams in the
lE!ague, but the Owls are basically the
1emphis Tigers ofbaseball.
They have made 15 consecutive
lCAA Tournament appearances
der coach Wayne Graham and have
on seven consecutive conference
·t1es outright, including their first two
•; part of Conference USA
The Knights lead the league
in batting average at 318, but the
Owls are right behind them in
third place at 314. They are led
by Diego Seastrunk, who is hitting .363 and is in the conference's top five in hits and runs
batted in.
Recently, Adam Zornes has
. I
been the one leading the Owls'
offense. Zornes, who is batting
.336 this season, helped his
team go a combined 4-0 last
week against ECU and another
ranked team in Texas .A.&M.
Zornes hit safely in all four
games and batted. 500.
He recorded eight hits in 16
at-bats with two home runs, 10
RBIs and four runs scored. All
of those nwnbers helped him
earn Co-Conference Hitter of
the Week honors.
UCF's offense hasn't been a
p~oblem at all recently. Vazquez is
b ck in the lineup after missing the
fi t 40 games and collected four RBIs
in his first two contests. Chris Duffy
hi three home runs against the ThunPLEASE SEE

Pacntan headed to Dall~s
Associated Press

Texas star DJ.Augustin declared for
the NBA draft Wednesday,and was
joined by teammate AJ.Abrams,
Kansas' Mario Chalmers and Memphis'
Antonio Anderson and Robert Dozier.
Augustin, who won the Bob Cousy
Award as college basketball~ top point
guard,averaged 19.2 points and 5.8
assists as a sophomore and is widely ·
considered a first-round pick.
Augustin joins an impressive lineup of
former Longhorns who departed early
for the NBA in recentyears:TJ.Ford,
Daniel Gibson, LaMarcus Aldridge, PJ.
Tucker and Kevin Durant all have bolted
since 2003,depleting the program of its
most talented players.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
,b

PlAYING WITH THE BIG DOGS
The No. 4 Owls will be the second ranked team
that the Knights have faced at home this season.
They beatthen-No.5 Missouri 10-9 on Feb.25.
DANDY DOZEN
Rice will head into this series against UCF with a
12-game winning streak.It has outscored their
opponents 102-47 in those games.

Other Conference USA action
this weekend:

IRVING, Texas - The
Tennessee Titans finally
washed their hands of suspended cornerback Adam
"Pacman" Jones on Wednesday, agreeing in principle to
trade him to the Dallas Cowboys·.
Cowboys
spokesman
Rich Dalrymple confirmed
the teams had an agreement,
but no terms had been filed
with the NFL office, which
already had closed for the
day.
The Titans also confirmed the deal, adding that
terms had to be f malized.
The team had no further
comment beyond a two-sentence e-mail.
Dalrymple declined to
discuss specifics of the trade.
"What I can confirm is
that we have agreed in principle with the Tennessee
Titans on a trade that will
bring Adam Jones to the
Cowboys," Dalrymple said.
He declined to say who or
what the Cowboys might
give up in the trade. Specifics

,I
j

JEFF CARLTON

UNDERCLASSMEN DECLARE
INTENT FOR NBA DRAFT

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

TRADE DEAL AT AGLANCE
THE SKINNY:
The Tennessee Titans' Adam Jones will go to the Dallas Cowboys in retu for a
fourth-round pick in this year's draft. If he is reinstated and meets playi gtime
requirements next season, Dallas would also send their fourth-round pi kin
next year's draft to the Titans.
REINSTATEMENT:
If Jones is not reinstated by the league, the Titans would send their fou hround pick in 2009 to Dallas.
·

were expected to be
announced Thursday or Friday.
ESPN.com reported the
deal involved a fourth-round
draft pick "t his weekend and
another in 2009 ifJones plays
this season. The Titans
would pay back that selection in 2009 if Jones is not
reinstated for this season.
Jones' agent, Manny
Arora, said Wednesday night
that they had not been told of
the trade by either team, but
were cautiously optimistic.
Jones has talked often of his
desire to play for the Cowboys in recent weeks, even

appearing on Micha 1 Irvin's
radio show in Texas.
''We recognize thi fact of
where we are with re ards to
the league," Arora s · d. ''We
recognize the fact he's got a
guaranteed contraot with
Tennessee, and we recognize
the fact there's risks involved
at this point. We also recognize there's significant public relations implications for
the teams, and in fact Dallas
has to sell tickets, the knowledge their fan base has a
point of view.
"With all that in mind,
PLEASE SEE

PICKS ON A10

MOUND OF TROUBLE
UCF'.s pitching allowed 33 runs in its series at
Marshall last weekend, the most runs the Knights
have given up in a three-game series this season.
The previous series high was 29 runs allowed.

NEXT GAME
UCF

Rice

Today, 6:30 p.m. IJay Bergman field

SWEAT ON A11

Frosh rocks as
UCF takes 9th
PADRICK BREWER
·Sports Editor

A freshman led the UCF
Class:
Men's Golf team in the ConFreshman
ference USA Championship
C-USAs:
earlier .this week, helping the
Finished in atie for
Knights post a ninth-place fineighth place and was
ish in Texarkana, Ark
the only Knight to
Kyle Cobb shot a I-over-par
end the tourney in
217 in the tournament to finish
'the overall top 10.
in a tie for eighth place. He
was the only Knight to finish
in the top 10, and he was three .
strokes ahead of Mike Stem,
the next closest Knight.
. Cobb shot two straight 1Class:
under-pat 71 rounds to start
Sophomore
off the championship, but he
C-USAs:
faltered in the third and fmal
He was the only
round Tuesday, shooting a 75.
other
Knight to finish
UCF started off the tournain the top 20, he shot
ment in good shape, shooting
a 4-over-par 220 for
the tournament.
a 1-under.;.par 287 as a team to
end the first round in fifth
place. All of the Knights shot
no worse than I-over-par, and hqvering around 300 sent the
three of them w ere eve n par Knights down the leaderor better.
But two subsequent rounds
PLEASE SEE FIVE ON A11
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we've said ·om Day 1 we're willing to
rework our ontract. Once the trade gets
completed r official, we'll be ready to
do our part ,ecause we want to play for
Dallas. I do 't have any hesitation saying
we can get this done and get it done
quickly."
Jones w scheduled to make a base
salary of $1 14- million in 2008 and had
been unde contract through 2009
before his s pension.
He was the first defensive play~r
drafted in 2 )05, sixth overall out of West
Virginia, ar~d easily was Tennessee's
best defendE~r in 2005 and 2006. His four
career inter,;eptions came in 2006 as he
hetped the Titans to an 8-8 record. He
also led the NFL in punt-return average
in 2006 wii·
,h 12.9 yards per return and
three touc downs.
But six ests and 12 incidents where
police wer called since being drafted
led to his uspension by NFL commissioner Rog ?r Goodell in April 2007 for
the seaso . Goodell declined to ease
that punis fffient when Jones appealed
to return &er sitting out 10 games and
now will nly say that he'll reconsider
reinstating the comerback before·training camps >pen.
The Tit
gave Jones permission to
talk to oth teams weeks ago, and the
comerbac had been barred from working out o their property in February.
The Tit
and Cowboys nearly had a
deal at th , NFL owners' meetings last
month, bu~ talks stalled over the issue of
compensa ion for someone who hadn't
played sin ·e December 2006.
Dallas wner Jerry Jones said twice
in the past week, including Tuesday, that
the trade Nas stuck in neutral. But Pacman Jone , bagg~ge and all, is a top cornerback amd a dynamic kick returner
who can fill soine of the Cowboys'
biggest w ~aknesses.
. Jerry J nes also has been very successful lately offering second, and third,
chances t ? players like receiver Terrell
Owens. :is latest reclamation, project
MARK HUMPHREY / ASSOCIATED PRESS
was Tl
Johnson, who signed during
the 2007 eason while he was still sus- Adam Jones was traded to the Dallas Cowboys from the Tennessee Titans on Wednesday. The rrtans will receive the
Cowboys' fourth-round pick this year and another pick in the 2009 draft if Jones is reinstated for next season.
pended
The itans might have been more
ade Jones after news surfaced after the shooting, Jones paid $15,000 to coercion to conspiracy to commit disor·ght that the comerback had the man, who threatened to hurt the cor- derly conduct.
He will have to testify under that plea
y to a 29-year-old man arrest- nerback, his daughter and his mother.
ed for a as Vegas strip club shooting in Jones picked the man out of a police deal. Jones' attorney, Robert Langford,
February 2007 that left a club employee lineup last Friday, helping fulfill part of said Wednesday' the trade had "nothing
the plea deal he agreed to last December to do" with the legal case in Las Vegas
paralyzed.
A poli 11e report said that in the weeks when reducing two felony counts of and declined further comment.
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· ·Sweat gets call to start in series opener tomorrow
FROM A9
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dering Herd. Colin Arnold
went 9-for-14 at the plate, while
the Knights bad 45 total hits in
the three-game series.
But the Knights fell in those
games because they couldn't
stop the other team from
lmocking the ball around, too.
And Marshall's offense isn't
very close to that of the ultraproductive Owls. They rank in
the top three in 14 of 17 offensive categories listed on Conference US& Web site and in
many of those, they are right
nexttoUCF.
But one of the major factors
that set these two teams apart is
pitching. None of UCF's
starters allowed fewer than six
runs this past week.end, and the
team just hasn't gotten any consistent, quality pitching from
many of them for most of the
season
Only two UCF starting
pitchers, Kyle Sweat and Mitch
Herold, have an ERA of less
than four.
While the Knights are
ranked seventh in the nineteam conference in team
earned run average, Rice is
second. The Owls have an
ERA that is 1.5 runs less than
that of the Knights. The
Owls' top starting pitcher is

Ryan Berry.
The C-USA Preseason
Pitcher of the Year has not disappointed, as he has gone 5-2
with a 2.87 ERA in 612 innings
pitched.
Another pitcher who has
provided quality innings for the
Owls is Matt Langwell. He
came up big with the first complete game ofhis Rice career in
Sundays win over the Pirates.
Langwell allowed just one
run in the career-best outing.
He struck out five batters and
scattered seven hits.
Rice is 10-1 against UCFwith
Graham at the helm. That
record includes a 3-0 mark oh
the road after the Owls swept
the Knights in their only previous trip to Jay Bergman Field in
2006. But the Knights fought
hard in that series, losing those
games by a total of six runs.
No team enjoys getting
swept, but after how this season has unfolded for the
Knights, they may pick up
some pride in simply seeing
that they can hang with the
fourth-best team in the nation,
much less beat it.
The Owls and Knights
begin their three-game series
tonight at 6:30. Saturday's game
is also slated to start at 6:30, and
then Sunday's finale is sched- ·
GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
UCF pitcher K~le Sweat will start the series opener against the Rice Owls today at 6:30 p.m. Sweat is 4-2 on the season with a 3.97 ERA and 40 strikeouts in 45.1 innings pitched.
uled to start at 1 p.m.

Five ~nights place in top 50
FROM A9
I}
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,.,

board; UCF shot 302 in the
second round and 299 in the
third.
Stem was the only other
Knight to finish in the top 20,
with his 4-over-par 220 in the
tournament.
Greg Forest, David Johnson and Giwon Suh rounded
out the scoring for UCF, as all
the players ended up in the
top 50.
Forest finished in a tie for
35th with his 9-over-par 225,
Johnson tmished in a tie for
43rd with an 11-over-~ar 227,

and Suh was one stroke
behind him in a tie for 47th
place.
The UAB Blazers won the
team title - the first ever in
school history - as they
were the only team to finish
under par. Their 7-under-par
857 was nine strokes ahead of
the runner-up, the Southern
Miss Golden Eagles.
The victory guaranteed a
spot for the Blazers in the
NCAA Regional Tournament. .
The Blazers also had the
top two individual fmishers.
Zach Sucher, the Conference

USA Men's Golfer of the
Year, fmished at 9-under-par,
and teammate Brad Smith
fmished at 7-under-par.
The ninth-place finish at
the C-USA Championship
was one of the lowest for the
Knights in their spring season. UCF won two tournaments during the spring, and
since the end of February, the
Knights have finished in the
top 10 of all their tournaments.
·The Knights are hoping
that they will get an invitation
to the NCAA Regional Tournament, which starts May 15.

I•

Graduates participating in Spring 20(18 Commence11'J,ll#I( are
required to wear official UCF regalia available~ lusiv ~
to rent through the Barnes & Noble@ Ui 'E
Students can pick up their pre-orderd rental cap altd gown, ti ets*,
and reader cards April 21-26 in the Barnes & Nq~le@UCB,
Didn 't pre-orlferf Addit.onal items will bi -hand
and availa le~Q rent during Uits~ime.
rship
iation.
Each graduate is given up to (5) tickets
which must be picked up April 21-26.
Tickets not picked up by April 26 will be
given out as extras cm Monday, April 28
starting at 8:00am. Extra tickets are not
guaranteed and cannot be reserved.
Number of extra tickets given will be based on amount
available after April 2 6.
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Waterfor~ l!akes • Lake Underhill Rd.• 407-73:Z-6606
(next to Hooters)

tfniversity: • Unigold Shopping Center• 407-67i~--779r
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WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

t

Shyamalan isn't about to unleash
·another L(ldy in the Water upon
moviegoers, but this is pretty much
the man's last chance. Also opening:

Wall-E (June 27): The pretty reliable Pixar is looking to make something of a gee-whiz silent movie with
their tale of a lonely robot that finds ·
purpose and companionship
somewhere in the universe. Also
opening: the Angelina Jolie
graphic novel adaptation, Wanted.

t,

Hellboy 11: The Golden Army
(July 11): Of all the superhero
offerings in this July alone, this
one - which reunites star Ron
Perhnan and friends with visionary director Guillermo del Toro
- seems to have the most personality ofthe bunch. Also opening: Eddie Murphy in the fairly
inane-looking Meet Dave.

(,
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MOVIETIMES

DRESS-ING UP FORSUMMER
PATRICIA WEIGEL
Staff Writer
Harold & Kumar, New Line Cinema

Baby Mama
(PG-13) 12:20p, 2:40, 5:00, 7:30,10:00, 12:2Sa

Deception
(R) 1:20p,4:10, 7:40, 10:20, 12:SOa

..

Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo
Bay
(R) 12:00p, 1:10, 2:25, 3:55, 4:50, 7:20, 8:00, 9:50,
10:30, 12:lSa, 12:55

88Minutes
(R) 12:l0p, 1:15, 2:45, 4:35, 7:15, 8:05, 10:20, 10:55,
12:S0a

EXPELLED: No Intelligence Allowed
(PG) 11:SSa, 2:20p, 4:45, 8:10, 10:45

The Forbidden Kingdom
(PG-13) 12:0Sp, 12:30, 12:50, 2:40, 3:30,4:05, 6:55,
7:15, 7:45, 10:00, 10:05, 10:40, 12:3Sa, 12:40

Forgetting Sarah Marshall
(R) 12:20p, 1:00, 2:55, 4:25, 7:05, 7:55, 10:10, 10:50,

12:4Sa

Prom Night
(PG-13) 12:4Sp, 2:50, 5:05, 7:25, 9:55, 12:l0a

.,

Smart People

Summer is my favorite time for
fashion. You might not agree, because
the sweat that the Florida heat can
induce is not exactly cute, but I love it,
nonetheless.
I like being able to throw on a tank
top with a cute pair of shorts and my
favorite espadrilles and have an outfit
worthy of many a summer soiree. But
there are times and places where a tank
and shorts just don't cut it. Sometimes,
you need something a little more.
There is nothing better for a day of
shopping, a casual summer wedding or
just a regular day in need of some
pizzazz than the oh-so-classic sundress.
Here are some of my favorite dresses for this season. One will leave your
bank account in good health, one will
create a mild case of shopper's
remorse, and the last one will put your
bank account on life support.

Must
Forever 21 is always a great place to

look for clothes that won't do a number on your budget. Thinking about
the large amount of clothing in their
store gives me stress hives though. For
those of you who don't usually feel up
to tackling the mountain of inventory
that is the Mall at Millenia's Forever 21,
go online. I found a great knit, yellowand-white-striped dress that is perfect
for a day at the beach, lunch with
friends or with a lightweight jacket for
a casual Friday at work. depending on
the type of shoes and accessories you
wear with it.
Striped Sleeveless Dress: $22.80

Lust
J. Crew is one of my favorite stores,
especially when its summer collections come out. The "Island Eyelet
Short Dress" in rhubarb is cute and
flattering. The back has an unexpected
cutout detail that balances nicely with
the high neck in the front. This is definitely a great candidate for a summer
wedding. J. Crew also has a shoe collection - they're not carried in the
store at the Mall at Millenia but they

(R) 12:40p, 4:30, 7:35, 10:35

will order them for you - so you
should have no problem finding the
perfect shoe to go along with this fabulous dress.
Island Eyelet Short Dress: $185.

Bank Account Bust:
Diane von Furstenberg designed
the most fabulous sundress I have
ever seen. The "Naro Dress in Island
Clover Saffron" is pretty expensive,
but I look at it as an investment in a
dress that is sure to turn heads.
Normally, I wouldn't even mention
this dress, because the price tag is so
high; my dad would probably have a
heart attack ifhe knew I was even considering it. But I just cannot help it.
I first saw it on one of my online
shopping adventures and then saw it
in person at Nieman Marcus on
Friday. Let me say, pictures cannot do
it justice. The dress also makes a brief
appearance in Sex and the City: The
Movie - I spotted it in the preview.
It has a great floral pattern and a
neckline that I am pretty sure could
look good on most body types. The tie

---~-----

Leatherheads
(PG-13) 1:0Sp, 4:55, 7:50, 10:25

12:3Sp

The Ruins
(R) 12:55p, 4:15, 7:35, 10:15. 12:30a
WG-13) 12:1Sp, 3:35, 7:00, 9:45, 12:30a

Superhero Movie
(PG-13) 1:1Sp, 4:00, 7:10, 9:40, 12:0Sa

Dr.Seuss'Horton Hears a Who!
(G) 12:25p, 2:35, 4:40, 6:50, 9:35, 11 :55

- Listings fol Friday, April 25

/

ONLINE COVERAGE 8
Quick Flix by William Goss

,.

Get reviews for this weekend's
movies, including Baby Mama,
Deception, Snow Angels and more.

TV Review by Shahdai Richardson
Read the review of John Oliver's
stand-up special, John Oliver:
Terrifying nmes, from Comedy Central.
Go to www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

CJTHETUBE
8 p.m. SCI Fl The Sarah Jane Adventures

Aspin-off from the popular Doctor Who,
this mysterious and action-packed show
follows the adventures of Sarah Jane
Smith, an investigative reporter. With her
teen neighbor, she saves the world by
fighting alien forces. In this episode, the
Slitheen plot to destroy the sun takes Mr.
Smith offline. Now the group has to figure
out new ways to stop the alien bad guys.
8 p.m. FOOD Unwrapped

This always informative food show is
taking things on the road this time. Tune in
to find out about some of the best foods to
grab while traveling the country. From keylime pie in Key West to crab cakes in
Maryland, this episode will hit the spot.
Talk about mouthwatering TV!
9 p.m. VH1 Celebracadabra

VH 1 has pulled another show out of its hat,
and this time it's magical. Check out the
premiere episode of this show, which gives
seven celebrities a chance to learn magic
from professionals. Their skills and
entertainment abilities as magicians will
be challenged throughout the show to
determine which celebrity is the best at
the tricks. They will start with street magic
this episode to see who can captivate
close-up audiences.

QIIWoffl!liWMMli
8 p.m. FX Man on Fire
Oscar winner Denzel Washington brings to
life the character of John Creasy in this
intense film centered on revenge. Creasy, a
retired CIA assassin, somewhat falls into
the task of being a bodyguard for a
wealthy couple's young daughter, played
by Dakota Fanning. Despite initial
resistance, Creasy builds a friendship with
the little girl. When the unexpected
happens, Creasy is determined to get to
whoever is responsible. Watch to see what
sparks Creasy's manhunt and who will face
his rage.

•
•

.t

8 p.m. FOXAmeric.an Idol

Only five finalists remain before the
country decides who will be the next
American Idol. Don't miss this episode
when the singer, and legend to some, Neil
Diamond coaches the remaining five
before their big performances. Find out
which finalists will be able to take what
the famous singer has taught them and
make it their own.

-COMPILED BY SHAHDAI RICHARDSON

Staff Writer

Are you having one of
those nights when you and
your friends can't agree on
a place to go?
Chillers, Big Belly
Brewery and Latitudes
will give your buds a
chance to dive into three
separate
party
atmospheres for just one
cover price.
These
high-volume
bars are the place to be,
with different drink specials offered throughout
the week.
One of the most popular nights to get your
money's worth of alcohol
is Wednesday night, when
patrons get off work and
head over to Big Belly
Brewery. With the purchase of a $2 refillable
mug, patrons can get nickel beers until 7:30 p.m.
without cover.
Get the night started
right and kick it off with
some beer pong next to
the front bar while pitchers are $6. In case things
get a little out of control,
there is a ping-pong ball
machine to ensure a
never-ending supply for
the continuation of the
game.
Friends can catch their
breath and watch one of
the many televisions scattered throughout the bar,
even personal ones at
select small wooden
tables. They can also get
their groove on across the
risen dance floor.
The main bar may
intimidate the lighthearted
because of the hog's head
mounted on the wall and
encircled by the words
"Big Belly Brewery," a
great conversation piece
for the drunken.
The fun continues
down at Chillers, where all
drinks are $1 on Wednesdays - beer, liquor and
their famous Icee beverages. For those who aren't
familiar with the Icee
drinks, there are signs
around the bar telling
patrons what to mix to
achieve the ultimate taste
fix, such as Pixie Stick and
Banana Split.
If you didn't get into Big
Belly earlier, the cover is
$6 to get in on Chiller's
crazy cheap drinks from
7:30 p.m. until close.
. The normally sticky tile
floor next to the bar indicates just how packed it
can get in the tight quarters below with younger
college students taking full
advantage of the two separate wooden stages.
For those who don't like
to wait in the long lines at
the bar, there is a smaller
beer cooler located next to
the main entrance.
Twenty-five-year-old
manager Kyle Cruse said
the bars are rockin' on
Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday nights because of
the specials.

,.

ASHLEY KOEHLER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chillers offers a large selection of frozen
daiquiris and is especially popular on
Wednesdays with its Dollar Drink Night

"Since these bars are highvolume, we focus on slinging
drinks to make money,"
Cruse said
He described the atmosphere as one huge party with
Chillers as party central, Big
Belly as roadhouse rock with
sports and Latitudes as an
island setting.
Friday is $2 drinks night
for Latitudes and Big Belly
with Sky High night having

two-for-ones from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m. for a $5 cover fee.
Latitudes has one of the
most beautiful wooden top
decks of the downtown area.
Tiki torches light the night to
enhance the humid Florida
air and get guests in the mood
to shake their tail feathers to
popular hits ranging from
Michael Jackson to Linkin
Park.
Saturday night is Ladies'
Night at Chillers with threefor-one drinks until 11 p.m.,
which then turns into twofor-one drinks until close.
They also offer $2 Budweisers or Bud Lights.
And don't think that you
guys have been neglected. On
Sunday, Big Belly has the NFL
ticket and serves food
Only those age 21 and up
are allowed into these kickin'
bars. Have a night on the
town to celebrate the end of
another semester and drink
as much as you want while
paying a small price.

APPLY NOW!

-

AUCTION! BY OWNER

Bar trio serves up variety
CHRISTINE MULLEN

21

These
are
three
of
my
favorite picks of the
season, but, of course,
they will not work for
everyone. So my last piece of
advice is to hit up Lilly Pulitzer if you
are in need of a sure thing. The collection is classic Florida style, and
the line has something to fit any
occasion - unless you are a jeans
and T-shirt kind of girl.
Have a fashionable and sunny summer. Happy summer dress-ing!

.---------·- --

Nim'slsland
(PG) 3:4Sp, 6:55, 9:40, 12:l0a
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes:

belt around the
waist will define
your silhouette
nicely, and the
uneven,
flowing hem
ranges
from
right under the
knee to right
above the ankle.
Naro Dress in
Island
Clover
Saffron: $385

OVIEDO·TWIN RIVERS SUI.
3 BR, 2 Bath, 1744 sq. ft ., Near UCF

$179,000 or Best Reasonable Offer
Inspection Sat. -Sun 5/3 & 5/4
from 12 - 5 pm
Home Will Be Sold Sunday Night To
HIGHEST BIDDER

401-221-2521
EAS C O LON IAL
SELF STORAGE
I
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Join 140 students for
Greenpeace campaign and
action training
I

This summer, Greenpeace will train and
empower dedicated student activists to
become the next generation of leaders in the
global environmental movement.

-ALL EXPENSES P.AID-

Changelt08.org
~ENPEACE'

seventh
GENERATION.

and Race Book

THE KENTUCKY DERBY
SATURDAY -MAY 3RD
WATCH IT FROM YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL
CARREL SEAT OR IN THE AUDITORIUM
ON ASPECTACULAR 28 FT. SCREEN IN HD!

DERBY GLASSES &T-SHIRTS ON SALE NOW!
College Students Always Free

(With Valid 1.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
{Any Performance)

SHOP ONLINE AT FAIRVILLA.CO
\
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Dark Knight
•
promises
to impress
FROM A12

Batman Begins movie with
most of the cast returning
with him (Katie Holmes has
been swapped with Maggie
Gyllenhaal), there is every
indication that this will be
nothing short of awesome, not
to mention having Heath
Ledger's career end ori a suitable note with his supposedly
terrific work as the Joker. Also
opening: Meryl Streep +
ABBA + my tears = Mamma
Mia!
Midnight Meat Train (Aug.
1): Remember what I said

about release date changes
being a bad thing? Allow me to
make an exception for the film
that might just have the single
greatest title of the summer nay, year. Oh, arid it's based on
a Clive Barker short story
about a killer on a subway.
Also opening. Brendan Fraser
faces off against Jet Li in The
Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon
Emperor, and Kevin Costner
finds himself casting the
deciding ballot in a presidential election with Swing Vote.

Pineapple Express (Aug. 8)
and Tropic Thunder (Aug. 15):
One's a reportedly hilarious
stoners-in-deep-trouble
action-comedy produced by
Judd Apatow; the other's a
reportedly hilarious actors-indeep-trouble action-comedy
written and directed by star
Ben Stiller. In all fairness,
though, and to bring things
full-circle, the latter film has
Robert Downey Jr. in blackface, so consider those scales
tipped.
With limited release dates,
keep an eye out for Son of
Ram.bow in May; The Foot Fist
Way, Mongol, and The Promotion in June; and Choke and
Hamlet 2 in August.

Laughing down the
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

Looking for something to
do now that finals are over?
Head down to Orlando's
Laugh House for some
comic relief.
In addition to providing
entertainment, Orlando's
Laugh House offers a full
lunch and dinner menu of
American and Italian cuisine. The restaurant's fullliquor bar features happy
hour from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
when the venue offers twofor-one
specials.
On
Sundays, the Laugh House
offers a brunch special from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Whether you're in the
mood to watch a stand-up
act or participate yourself,
Orlando's Laugh House has
something for everyone.
Tuesday is Ladies' Night
and Karaoke Night with disc
jockey Donny Young.
The
venue's _ grand
opening is set for today, but
the Web site already lists a

ORLANDO'S LAUGH
HOUSE
4270 ALOMA AVE.
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
407-696-5653
OPEN: 11 A.M. TO 2 P.M. DAILY

hefty variety of upcoming
events that are sure to draw
large crowds.
To kick start the month
of May, comedian Steve
Trevino will team up with
Tommy Blaze for three
nights of comedic mayhem.
Next up, the comedy club
will welcome hypnotist
Mike Harvey to its stage.
Harvey prides himself on
his 38 years of stage performances, and his Web site
proclaims that he's hypnotized more than 175,000 people. Gimmick or not, this
guy offers a full package of
comedy and self-improvement lectures with his 10
Minutes a Day To Self-

,.

Improvement CD.
In mid-May, the
lineup of laughter will
change to welcome
comedian Diane Ford.
The latter part of the
month is dedicated to the
antics of comedian Dustin
Diamond, who most people
remember as the character
Screech from the hit TV
show Saved By The Bell.
Event tickets range from
$15 to $20, and some nights
include two shows.
For those who remember Gleason's Grille, the
location of Orlando's
Laugh House may sound
vaguely familiar. The new
comedy club/restaurant has
taken the location of the old
grill at 4270 Aloma Ave.
on the comer of Howell
Branch Road.
Check
out
the
venue's MySpace site for
a "buy one entree, get one
free"
coupon
at
www.myspace.com/orlandoslaughhouse.

...
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Man Man creates melodic mayhem
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

If nothing more, the new
Man Man album shows that
melodic mayhem can indeed
be captured via recording and
transferred to the ears of willing listeners. The product of
this mayhem has been delivered on the band's newest
release, Rabbit Habits.
Like the album title, the
track listing for the CD comprises off-the-wall song titles
with even more off-the-wall
melodies. The final output is
something uniquely characteristic of the band, an experimental masterpiece.
For the chorus parts and

harmonies, the members
opted to sing in a falsetto register. The lead singer's voice is
typically low-pitched and
grainy, making the backup
vocals stand out.
The most interesting songs
on the album are "The Ballad
of Butter Beans" and "Easy
Eats or Dirty Doctor Galapagos." All of the songs on the
new release are capable of
catching the attention of random passersby, however the
two mentioned above are
capable of maintaining a person's attention throughout the
entire song.
While Man Man's music
conveys its quirky nature, it's
the band's live performances

(.1

Man Man, this means the
members decided to build
and grow the genre they have
created
So what does this mean for
the virgin ear? Think ragtime
mixed with circusy folk rock,
blended with upbeat horn and
keyboard parts and sprinkled
with the vocals of a kindergarten after-school special.
Bake in the oven at 350
degrees, but don't be surprised when the mixture
explodes from ingredient
overload. The band's highenergy nature is experimental
music on speed
If you dig bands like Modest Mouse and Melt Banana,
check out Man Man and the

that really highlight the
shock and awe value of what
undermines its music. A Man
Man show is absolute chaos.
Fans can expect to see
objects that no one thought
could make a sound being
played as instruments. The
music is structured so that
the odd instruments help,
rather than hinder, the overall quality of the sound and
become large parts of successfully creating the Man
Man style.
Rabbit Habits sounds
strangely similar to the band's
highly notable second album,
Six Demon Bag. With most
bands, this would signal a lack
of growth or change, but with

Man Man
Album: Rabbit Habits

***·.
Label:Anti
Available Now

new album Rabbit Habits.
The band has no current
Florida tour dates scheduled
on its Web site.

Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom
(.

PALMER HOMES

I
Chicken Caesar
Chicken Crave
Chicken Breast
Turkey
Club
Philly Steak
Roast Beef
Black Forest Ham
Assorted

ATTN. SAM STUDENTS & ECONOMICS MAJORS

$5.95
$5.95
$5.75
$5.75
$5.95
$5.95
$5.75
S5.75
$5.75

Garden
Falafel
Babaganoush
Hummus
Feta
Swiss
Cheddar

{Hum wtth Roast Beef or Turkey)

Souvlaki
Gyro
Tuna

SHOW MOM & DAD HOW TO BUY LOW AND SELL
HIGH BY ASKING THEM TO:

$5.75
$5.95
$5.75
$5.50

B.L.T.

Buy you a New Townhome in Winter Park (off University Blvd.) for a
rock bottom price (it's a buyer's market) which you can live in for
free because your roommates (your friends) will be subsidizing the
mortgage with their rent money. Your folks can sell the Townhome
when you graduate (with honors) and celebrate by sending you
and your friends (the renters) on a trip to Europe!!

ONLY2 TOWNHOMES LEFT
CALL OUR SALES ASSOCIATE NOW FOR AVAILABILITY

STARTING AT $167,500
1,500 SQ.FT. LIVING - 3BR, 2.SB - ENCLOSED
GARAGE - SECURITY SYSTEM - NEW APPLIANCES
INCLUDING WASHER AND DRYER.
ALL CLOSING COSTS PAID!
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SlFaigh Teeth,
N o Br.aces
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Comprehensive Jnvisalign· Treatment

J

Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA

·--=--1 aacled the bowl.. come cDill w11n us!
Natura Coffee and rea.fters dafl,:~daluu,d' Ni9'!dt,lntertai11ment!

blelblllJ dUdnl llledaJ

Slal fflllle niPIIJ IIIOWS!

Drink Specials

lllncb 5P8Clals
Emyday from 1pm - 3pm

$1 chips and drink with any luntfl Item
Sunday - Wednesday
We411tlday N~lrt:Jmlnwlth RIIIIOII lopt1
Drinks •ndudesmall coffee/tea or soft drink
Buy 2 Drafts get one flEE
Thnda,Nlpt:OpeMlcNlgllt
Hookah Happy Hour
land llookings OI sololds IIMtlle!
Buy 3 Microbrews get one flEE
EVt!rydlJ from 1pm - 7pm
~
Buy
4
Imports
get
one
flEI
81).629.2563
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-

9 a.m. day before publication

cove·r , Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

.
..

100
12S
150
17S
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Tme
Help Wanted: Full-Tnne
Business Oppommities
For Rent Homes
ForRent:Apartments
Roommates
SubleaseFor Sale: Homes

C
C

C
8

B
B
A
A
B

325
350
37S
400
500
600
700
800
900

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Egg Donors Needed lmmed.
$5000 minimum compensation. For
healthy, fit, N/S F 21-29 yrs. w/ no
history of depression. must be
dependable and committed
Info is confidential. Pease Visit:
.www.openarmsconsultants.com

Need Servers. Experience. required.
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable
delivery drivers also needed.
Big Brain Work! Computer Science,
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted.
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates .
Please email cfdjobs@ara.com

.

WHY YOUR BEST
SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MIGHT INVOLVE SOME TEAMWORK.

www.workforstudents.com
As a Financial Representative of the Northwestern Mutual Financial Network,
you'll be in business for yourself, but not by yourself. You'll work with a network
of specialists to help clients achieve their financial goals. You'll help clients build
and preserve wealth. And you'll become a rrusted financial confidant-known
for your expert guidance and innovacive solucions. We offer a proven training
__program and unlimited income potential. Call Alanna Buono today co arrange a
no-obligation meeting.

'
2682 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789

(407) 754-0507
alanna.buono@nmfn.com ,

Executive search I recruiting firm in
need of energetic and aggressive
professionals. PT and FT openings
with commission 2x national average.
Tell us what you want to make and we
will get you there. Flex. hours, fun and
young Lake Mary office. E-mail resume
to William.S@CrawfordThomas.com
IT/Web Design tech to assist with
Powerpoint and Web Applications.
Email resume carlton@carltonferguson.com or 407-346-4406

The Time is Now to start a
CAREER in TICKET SAlES!

Movers/Drivers ~

www.nmfo.com/meieragency ~nd Take the Fil'St Step!

The Meier Agency

Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your home. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608

Office opening at Kaplan: seeking
individual with customer service/sales
experience. Send resume, pay
requirements, and availability to
407-273-7436 or
gpo.orlando@kaplan.com
to be considered for position.
PIT Doggy Daycare associate, assis.
manger, maintenance, & grooming
assistant posistions avail.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net"** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

I

Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
lndlVlduals to earn up to $12/hr or more
with tips as a Mover/Driver. We offer
benefits, monthly bonuses & paid vacation.
FT & PT positions available. Get all the
details and apply in person:

~ Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK•

the quiet com'''lr'V •

Atlantic Marine Alabama, LLC, a leader in the shipyard industry, is known throughout the world for guiding
our team members towards successful careers and high quality workmanship. We are currently seeking:

This position is responsible for planning, developing, implementing and analyzing strategies that will
improve the efficiency and quality of ope.rations. Requirements include a Bachelor's degree in Industrial
Engineering, proficiency in current software programs, demonstrated leadership skills and the ability to
work independently. Must possess good interpersonal skills as well as excellent written and verbal
communication skills.

Ticket Sales Rep Positions available!
Sell Season Tickets for the Orlando Magic.
More details and information video available on
www.orlandomagiccareers.com EOE.

ORACLE TECHNICAL ANALYST
-Oracle's business is Information how to manage it, use it, share it, protect it.
The world's largest enterprise software company, Oracle is the only
vendor to offer solutions for every tier of your business-database,
middleware, business intelligence, business applications, and collaboration. With Oracle, you get information that helps you measure
results, improve business processes, and communicate a single truth
to your constituents.
Job Title: Oracle Technical Analyst- Technical interface to customers
for resolution of issues related to the insta[lation, implementation,
maintenance, use, repair and workarounds for Oracle products on
multiple platforms. In-depth support is primarily provided by electronic
means. Assures the highest level of customer satisfaction.
Utilize/create automated technology and instrumentation to diagnose,
doc.ument, and resolve/avoid customer issues.
Preferred Requirements: We are looking for entry level up to 5 years
of experience in a technical capacity. It is preferred that you have
~
technical degree i.e., BS CS/MIS or similar degree with a
minimum 3.0 GPA OR proven professional/ technical
~
experience, i.e., demonstrating an understanding at a
functional and technical level (preferably Oracle).
Experience with Linux and Windows preferred.
Experience with any or all; BPEL, Java, XML,
J2EE, Application Server, Oracle Data Base a plus.
In addition, Oracle Core Applicati ns
i.e. Financials) experience is
preferred.
Location :Orta

MATERIALS EnGlnEER
Materials Engineer has responsibility
to develop design blends for hot mix
asphalts; coordinate selection of aggregate

In addition to our superior working environment, we offer a competitive compensation and benefits
. package and opportunities for professional and personal growth. Please apply by submitting your

and materials: troubleshoot and monitor
field and plant quality control issues; assist
in development of quality control budgets;
attend pre-construction and project
progress meetings as necessary

resume to mobileresumes@atlanticmarine.com or mail to: ATLANTIC MARINE ALABAMA, LLC, Post
Office Box 3202, Mobile, AL 36652; Fax (251) 690-7890.
Our employment process includes a background check and pre-employment drug/alcphol screening. An
Equal Opportunity Employer. Drug Free Workplace.

ing Forward
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www.atlanticmarine.com

Rate A

Rates

RateC

$8

$}2

$S

$8

$}8
$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.
"Movers Who Care:

To measure your self-employment potential visit

Alanna F. Buono
Direccor of Recruiting

Telephone Actresses

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

First issue:
Each addl issue:

100

The Army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $40,000. In addition
to the cash bonuses, you may qualify
for up to $73,836 for college through
the Montgomery GI Bill and Army
College Fund. Or you could pay back
up to $65,000 of qualifying student
loans through the Army's Loan
Repayment Program. To find out more,
call
407-281-1274

•

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive 8
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
8
Announcements
A
Traver
8
Worship
B
Miscellaneous,
B
Wanted
8

HELP WANTED:
ll'Ti'ffl
~General

100

,.

Rate

PLEASE canTACT:

AJAX PAVING INDUSTRIES OF FL., LLC
510 GENE GREEN RD.
NOKOMIS, FL 34275-3624

~:

VINCE HAFHI.
,

:•
\,'

·i

VHAFEU@AJAXPAVIHG.COM

Summer Jobs

I
I

-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

Admin-Assistant/
Receptionist for private club in Winter
Park. Flexible daytime hours,
30-37 hrs weekly. Duties
include phones, office supplies, club
newsletter, emails, printed notices,
etc. Assists controller in general
accounting paperwork."
Acct. background a plus. Send
resume to diana@wprc.net or fax 407644-5515. DFWP

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume· w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.
Weekend Call Coord. for real estate
company located near UCF. Saturday
& Sunday daytime only. great pay.
Send cover letter and resume to
employment@kwwaterford.com
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED!
Job starts beginning of May and
continues through Summer and Fall.
Includes assisting advertising director
and office management duties.
Previous office experience preferred.
Perfect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience I
$8/hr. plus bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
trishai@knightnewspapers.com
TEEN CARE- Mon & Thurs 3:30-6:30
Tues 3:30-9:30, Wed 2:30-6:30. Assist
with homework, start dinner. Positive
attitude & ref req'd. 407-802-7849
Student and Adults needed for
research study regarding social anxiety
disorder. Free treatment and possibly
compensation avail.
This study is approved by the UCF
Institutional Review Board.
Day and night hours avail. For more
info. call Lindsay at 407-823-3910 b/w
9 and 5, M-F.

Human Resources Generalist
GrayRobinson, P.A., a law firm with 10
offices in Florida, has openin·g for a
Human Resources Generalist based in
Orlando Office. Successful candidate
must have human resources or
communications degree. Entry level
position providing administrative
support to the Human Resources
Department. Law firm experience
helpful. We offer a competitive salary
and comprehensive benefits package
in a professional, challenging
environment. Please send cover letter,
including salary requirements, and
resume to HRAds@gray-robinson.com.
GrayRobinson is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Front desk asst. for property mgmt co.
in the Lake Buena Vista area. FIT,
flexible with school schedule, great pay
and benefits, must be able to work
weekends. Must be N/S, bright and
good with people. Conservative dress
code. Education a plus. Drug-free
workplace, background check
performed. Fax resume with desired
pay req . to the attention of Christina
407-938-9057
WANTED: EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGEMENT: AMSTAR CINEMA
12 in LAKE MARY: Prior management
experience preferred. Prior theatre
experience a plus. Competitive wages,
flexible hours, FREE movies. Fax
resume to 321 -832-0208 or email to
lakemary@amst~rcinemas.com. EOE
Warehouse worker, drive forklift, cut
carpet, lift 501b rolls. Must be a fit
nonsmoker. Lee Rd/Edgewater area.
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 $10hr 407-521-8222

C941) 486-3430
C941J 486-3500 FAX
J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

•
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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$1500 updated 3 BEDROOM/ 2 BATH/
2 CAR GARAGE Great home safe
neighborhood between goldenrod and
university. Close to UCF, resturaunts,target. and publix.Perfect for UCF or
Valencia students. All
appliances/washer and dryer.Will
consider pets. Year lease. Contact us
at Linds0630@aol.com,or call ryan at
(561 )706-7034.
10 min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods,
. 4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D,
Pool Table, $1,900/mo. plus Elect.
Avail. Mid-May, l"h. 321-544-2369
3 BD/2 BTH Condo For Rent-1138 Sq.
Ft.Gated community, pool, fitness
center.$1050/mth includes water, basic
cable and internet.
10 minutes from UCF.
Call 321-332-4228

3/2/1 Conservation Lot
5 min to UCF, all appl. incl.
$165,000 www.ucfareahomes.com
Call Erik 321-662-1025

AVAILABLE
NOW! Great 2/2.5 TH

new In

Regent Park. All
appliances, cable, Internet & water
Incl. Near UCF 2/2.5 TH In
Cambridge. All appllances w/ rear
yard, Pet OK! More affordable units
available In SE Orlando. Call Marisol
at Exit Realty 407-816-8117 for your
FREE List!
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhomewith attached
garage fro $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

Charming 3/2 Condos near
Downtown Disney- for sale or rent
McNeely Realty
407-925-4816
2/2 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail nowl Incl. W/D,
$825/mo $500 deposit
407-923-6609

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

Double Mobile Home- 4/2 Large
living room and kitchen with
dlnnette. Big front porch, and open
porch In back. Large Storage Room.
Very private. $30K. 305-935-5927

You shouldn't spend the
other two-thirds dreading it.
5 rooms available in house.
Screened in porch, near UCF and
VCC. 2 car garage, W/D
$360/mo/room Short-term OK, Pets
OK 813-964-7427

407-679-5710

Suite 100

Lauren_Craft@embarqmall.com

Winter Park, Fl 32792

Amerit:.<11 Family Ufu ~urance C.Ompa.ny of Co1umbw. (Afla")
Wo.-ldwide Headquarters• 1932 \N)mnton Road• C.Olumbus, Georg,a 31999

Save money!!! All utilities paid, all
appliances including washer/dryer,
free workout center and resort style
pool/clubhouse II!!
1 bd/1 bath over detached 2 car
garage town home in Avalon Park.
Fenced courtyard in back. $650 per
month. No worries but the rent.
Available June 1 or sooner if needed.
Call 407-394-7799.

3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included.Larry_UCF@yahoo.com
UCF AREA- 4/2/2
W/D incl. $1200 Avail ASAP
407-948-8409

3/2 in Alafaya Woods $1100/month
Avail ASAP
4/2 in Regency Park $1450/month
Avail June 1st
3/2 in Summerfield $1095/month
Terri 407-509-4446

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$775 and $900 rent, first mo. security
deposit Call 321-536-5430
CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upstairs
corner unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $1 000/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219

2-2.5 TOWNHOME HAWTHORNE
GLEN, $1300/MONTH
AVAILABLE NOW!
352-642-2734

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850·443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmail.com

New Upscale Furnished 2/2 Condo
2nd floor; Single garage; Wash/Dry;
Disp./Dish Dean Rd.&Curry Ford @
417; $975/mo. 407-758-8460 Avail
8/01.

lmD

1

Bedroom for rent in 5/2.5/2 home in
Ashington Park, one mile from
UCF. Use of common areas of the
home and bedroom furnishings (if
needed) with all utilities included.
UCF or Valencia students preferred.
$525 monthly. Call (727) 543-2835 for
info.

••

Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

(- ,

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

You spend a third
of your life at work.

UCF AREA HOUSE lo Gated Com.
Huge Stunning 4/2
Available 05/5/08 $1500/month
Call Nick Phllllps@ 407-810-7622

For more information, contact:
Lauren Craft
1900 Howell Branch Road

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net

Waterford Lks- 4/2.5/2, Waterfrnt,
$1400/mo, available now,
407-282-2570

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com

Now Hiring*

Rent or LeasePurchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 w/loft townhouse. W/D
in unit, tile floors, living room and
dining area. Great investment for
college student. 1 mile from UCF call
407-340-8124.

Available August 1st
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
$950/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577

1

ROOMMATES

Very "CLEAN" and "NEAT" Waterford
Lakes "FURNISHED" room available.
All UTILITIES included. Short term OK.
$450.00 Call Carl 407.538.3394 or
cbfw@psualum.com

Cuarto de alquiler/renta en una casa
de 2/1 (mujer) cerca de Dean (entre
University y 50) $500./mes negociable,
llamar al 321-695-4143. Room for rent
(female) in a 2/1 house off Dean
(between University and 50).
$500/month negotiable.
F roommate wanted to share 2/2 for
fall. Must be petfrlendly, reasonably
clean, fun to hang out with. rent no
more than $600 near UCF/Waterford.
call (561) 702-5178
M/F 2BD/2.5BA TnHme 1.5mi 2 UCF
450/Mo 500Dp Call Jennifer-321-2976604 or 407-493-2723

Bank Investments LLC.

aflaC.COm

#.

'>
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• A-f1'ic agehts are independent agents tmd are. paid solely by commission. See Assadatcrs Agreement.
NA00328S
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CONDO FOR RENT 1 BED/1 BATH,W/D POOL & MORE. $750/mo incl.
electric and water (786)355-5615urbaezeloy@gmail.com

Lease/Option, 4/3, All Tiled,

State of the Art Child Care Facility
S. E. Orlando
Waterford Lakes/ UCF Area

Asslstont teochers

FuO 1hne olld Port Titae Avollable

Afternoon Assistant teachers
{feochers 111ust be ovoiloble lk>NDAi-FRIOA'(l

Experience Preferred

407-658-404 7
Kids Together Orlando is an equal opportunity employer.

solar heated, screened pool, near
UCF. Fun, Fabulous home; available
now. $299.99 (904) 471-8865

Short or Long-Term 3/2/2
on Woodbury. Corner lot 4 Miles from
UCF. Pets ok. W/D. Great location!!
Avail ASAP $1500/mo 407-758-8918
University/Goldenrod 3/2/1. Private
rear porch lake views!
Tile/carpet/recent
roof/cul-de-sac $950/month.
Realty Group Specialists, LLC
Tina Beshara (407) 359-9500
4/3/2 2 lights to UCF. Tile, lrg fncd
back yard, quiet neighbor~ood, move
in ready, possible rent to own/owner
finance. $1800/mo 904-501-1464
3/2 House. Behind Waterford Town
Center. Gated community. Pond
behind house. Ceiling fan In all
rooms. W/d Included. Close to UCF.
$1350/mo + deposit. (321) 297-5886

BINI
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,.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING POSITIONS
The following Positions:
Lifeguard· Ride Operator• Food & Beverage Cashier•
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!
•

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance• Referral Bonuses and More!

<,

Hpplg now:
Call:Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM
Wet 'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

Urban and Community Planning
Technology Management
Marketing / Event Management
Environmental ervices
Permittin nd Build' g Plan Revtew
Construction Eogmeering
Law Enforcem n / Criminology
munication
A
nt ng / Fin nee
Eco
evelopment
Horticulture
ublic Works

The City of Orlando celebrates the diversity of its
surrounding community. All are encouraged to apply.
l,

City Hall• 400 South Orange Avenue rPrlando FL 32801 • 407.246.2235

are >okln frir
qround up with the dcsf
future.
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to want td

If you are interested in learning more about this great
opportunity, please submit your resume and cover letter
to Angela Asencio at aasencio@amerifactors.com or .
fax it to 407-566-1250.
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[mi] ROOMMATES

•
Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. Safe and quiet
neighborhood. 450/mo plus TT utilities.
Looking for someone responsible.
(305) 924-7813/ jason9090@gmail.com

Roomate wanted to share house with 2
graduate students. 3 bed, 2
bath, wireless internet, digital cable,
backyard, close to UCF and other
colleges. $415 for 12 months or $450
for 9 months. Utilities are split
between the number of
roomates. Available May 1st. Call
Noel for more information 561-3022998 or e-mail nmarie39@aol.com.
Room for Rent: Looking for Female
room mate for an Oviedo home near
Campus. $350 per month
Contact 407 580 2705

Frist month FREE with one year lease.
Safe and quiet neighborhood. Rent
includes ALL utilities, fenced in
backyard, quiet roommates! 5 miles
from UCF and 2 miles from Valencia.
Call Ryan if interested @ (321 )2581391.

..

,..

,.

,.

275
1bdrm/1bath In Elmhurst VIiiage
Luxury Apartments. $839month
includes cable. Available
immediately. Lease ends Sept.OS.
Pool, Business Office, Pool Table,
Vaulted Ceilings, Great Neighbors,
No parking problems! A MUST SEE!
rwm@cfl.rr.com 3214315205
4/4 room in Pegasus Connection.
Quite roomates. Minutes away from
UCF. $100 off first months rent. Call'
Mike at 321-302-2490
RENTER NEEDED to Sublease 1 BD
in a 48D/48A Apt. Jefferson Lofts.
Starting May 1st. Call 904-535-2845
F wanted for 2/1 in The Lofts. Available
May 5. First Month FREE. 569/month.
Includes utilities, cable, internet, free
tanning, gym, and pool. Fully
furnished. Call (813)361-9683 or email
breannucf@hotmail.com
Female needed for 1bd/1 private bath
in 4/4. $450/month. Every1hing
included! Summer Sublease at the
Gatherings, close to UCFNalencia/Full
Sail. (904) 304-5294.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

Female needed to sublease a 1/1 in
a 3/3 in Pegasus Landing from MayJuly 08, $545 a month.Fully
furnished and all utlllties Included.Contact Ni_kki at 407-692-4705.

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

FEMALE SUBLEASE NEEDED 4/2 in
Pegasus Pointe. Avail Apr 28- July 31.
$470/mo util. incl. Fully furnished.
Shuttle to UCF. Call 863-205-22681

Need 2 roommates who can clean up
after themselves and are respectful.
No pets. 4/2 House in Re9ency Park
behind UCF. M or F. Avail 8/1.
.
$450/mo + util. $450 Dep. 12 mo.
lease.
Contact Ryan (407) 430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com
2 LARGE BEDROOMS AVAIL NOW
IN 4/2.5 WATERFRONT HOME,
HEATED POOUSPA, VERY SAFE
NEIGHBORHOOD, 5-8 MIN FROM
UCF. $550/mo pp. + util.
JASON 516-423-9959
Room available in spacious home with
pool 3 miles from UCF. $465/mo
includes elec, cable, hi-speed internet,
water, maid service, etc. Steve 305281-3104 scasios76@aol.com

1 room avail with private bathroom in a
4/3 in Carillon. 1 mile to UCF. Access
to entire house. Furnished or
unfurnished. Avail now! $600/mo all
util incl. 407 375-6386
1st Month $200!! w/ year lease--1 F n/s
for room of beautiful new townhome
in Walden Chase (5 min from UCF)
Pool, garage, furn, (excl bedroom),
appl
incl. W/D $550/mo incl util, cable,
wireless int., gated neighborhood,
CALL
407-925-2762

ROOMMATE WANTED
Hawthorne Glen N/S, Mature
1 BR w/ Priv. Bath, Avail.
Early May: 407-617-8221

fm

SUBLEASE

house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 813-964-7427

$200/MONTH!!IM or F4/4 PEGASUS
CONNECTION 200/MONTH for
SUMMER if you take over FALL
2008-2009 LEASE. Avail. ASAP
321-848-5207, Will

Room for Rent in 3/2.5 lakefront 2story house off of Dean Road, N/S
only, $400 mo + split util. Avail. May
1st. Call 352-871-1488.

1/1 in 3/3 for Jefferson Lofts 560/mo
incl. utilities, 080 - I pay your move
in fee. 2F roomates. May1-July 31
Contact Thomas @ 904-248-8203

Room(s) for rent this summer with
Male roomates in NEW house behind
Waterford Lakes. $400/mo 080. Mike:
(941 )376-0993

1 bed/bath Peg. Land. Summer only.
550/mo. May 1st. 727-480-4617

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a

,.

Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365

Looking for female roommate to live in
4 bed 2.5 bath house located behind
UCF. Rent is $400 plus split utilities.
Includes wireless internet and cable.
Has W/D, walk-in closets, and nice
neighborhood. Contact Naty at 407683-7413 or natyp84@gmail.com

Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

2 bed/1 bath $795/mo.
MAY- mid AUG!! 850 sq ft. Furn/Unfurn
"The Arbours". $200 off 1st month!
Call 352-212-3275.

1 room available for rent. Female.
One year lease starting in Aug. Rent
is $575.00 at Boardwalk.
4/4 every1hing included; private bath.
Call Mia 305-546-9240.

Sublease at the Lofts Now!
Female needed in 4/2
485/mo until August
Call 904 607 4114

300
3/2 Manufactured Home
1600sf Split Plan LIKE NEW Home
Warrenty, Appliances Included, 2
Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes to
UCF, Beaches, All Ages. $42K Call
407-281-6732

5/3/3 mint cond. w/3006sf. Cypress
Lakes. $40K upgrades. Privaey
fence, 1Ox30 screen porch, ext.
garage, tons storage. Great buy @
$379,500. Donna McGarey, Chas.
Rutenberg, 407-415-9343.

Spacious 3b/2b 1car grage near UCF
and Waterfrod newer roof , lg scrn
room, vinly siding, A schools, off street
parking, w/ fenced yard call 407-3999739 13912 Fox Meadow Drive
College Condo Specialist
UCF, Full Sail, Valencia, Rollins
Call Richard Ritterpusch
RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-808-7987

350
Brand New Queen Matress Set
Starting at $150. For an appointment,
call 407-942-5543

Discounted Rent First 2 months
F for Room in Sci Drive $585/mo walk
in closet, pool, tanning bed, shuttle.
Nice/Clean roommates.
Namie at 904-536-0475
Male for 4/4 at The Jefferson Lofts,
$520/md, Move in May 1-July 31, inc
util, pool, washer/dryer, Fully
Furnished! Email: xxdsegxx@yahoo.com or call (772) 215-6768

MONTH OF MAY FREE!!!

Need Summer Storage???
Simply, go to www.StevesStoreAll.com
or call us at 407-782-7645 for details

M needed for furn. 3/3 in nvoli. 58" TV,
leather couches, bdrm furnishing
optional. Call Eric 954-854-2507
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that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Cummerbund
5 Streamlined
1O Plot of land
14 Singing voice
15 Living fence
16 Afterthat
17 "The King and I"
co-star
18 Slender and
long-limb~
19 Pugilist's
weapon
20 Sewing line
21 One Gershwin
22 Black eye
24 Group of twelve
26 Say again
27 Pesky sort
29 Molecule parts
30 Comic
DeGeneres
31 Oxen pair
32 Cassette reel
36 Compass pt.
37 Many-faceted
40 Grand Banks
fish
41 100-yard race
43 Count {on)
44 Missed the mark
46 Peculiarly
48 Stuck-up
49 Heroic feat
52 Ring king
53 Anesthetize
54 Onassis, to
friends
55 Ritzy
58 Language o f
Pakistan
59 Knight's
protection
61 Sailor's saint
62 Business org.
63 French river
64 Spanish rivers
65 Old mates
66 Team couplers
67 Army NCO
DOWN
1 Fifth Avenue
retailer
2 Away from the
wind
3 Sits astride
4 Endocrine gland
secretion

4/2ti/DB

® 2008 Tribune Media Setvlc:ee, fnc.
All rfg.hts re5e?Ved.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
23
25
26
27
28
29

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus ,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

SALES REPRESENJATIIIE

5 ,2
suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom
2 9
7 Fill in the grid so

I

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854

F for 4/4. in Boardwalk June 1st- July
31st. $500/mo incl. util, W/D, pool.
FULLY FURNISHED, Shuttle to UCF
email katieboardwalk@yahoo.com

F needed for 2 rooms in 4/4
Riverwind Apts. $605/month (util incl)
FULLY FURNISHED
Queen beds, washer + dryer, tanning
bed, pool
Available May 1 - July 31
727-515-1053

1
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www.CentralFloridafuture.com

31
33
34
35
38
39

Piercing outcry
Catch on
Writer Ferber
Humpty Dumpty,
for one
Cops
lnitiaHy
2008 Olympics
host
VCR button
nous
(between us)
Fashion line
Bluish-white
element
Europe's "boot"
Intense longing
Elbow-wrist
connection
Put on, as
makeup
Silvery food fish
Athens landmark
Versifier
Water whirl
Everyday
Lawless
character?

Last issue solved
42 Robberies
45 Baby suits
47 Anonymous Jane
48 English counties
49 Draw forth
50 Canon
competition

51 San Diego
pro
52 Hag
54 In a frenzy
56 Urban haze
57 Party thrower
60 Greek letter

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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Cail Today For Ra.t es and Specials 407-384-8626

,.

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

100 River 1nd Way
Oviedo, FL 32765
RiatuW;
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www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com
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Unlvarsltv Palm Shopping center, near Pub111
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on the corner of llatava Ill &McCulloch Rd • Universill Palis Shopping center, near Publix "
www.Gra1sBoo1s.com
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